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Entanglement is one of the essential resources in quantum information and communication tech-
nology (QICT). The entanglement thus far explored and applied to QICT has been pure and distil-
lable entanglement. Yet there is another type of entanglement, called ‘bound entanglement’, which
is not distillable by local operations and classical communication (LOCC). We demonstrate the
experimental ‘activation’ of the bound entanglement held in the four-qubit Smolin state, unleashing
its immanent entanglement in distillable form, with the help of auxiliary two-qubit entanglement
and LOCC. We anticipate that it opens the way to a new class of QICT applications that utilize
more general classes of entanglement than ever, including bound entanglement.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Bg, 03.67.Hk, 03.67.Mn, 42.50.Dv
Quantum entanglement, one of the most counterintu-
itive effects in quantum mechanics [1], plays an essential
role in quantum information and communication tech-
nology. Thus far, many efforts have been taken to create
multipartite entanglement in photon polarization [2–6],
quadrature amplitude [7], and ions [8], for demonstration
and precise operation of quantum protocols. These ef-
forts have mainly concentrated on the generation of pure
entangled states, such as GHZ [9], W [10], and cluster [11]
states. By contrast, bound entanglement [12] could not
be distilled into pure entangled states, and had been con-
sidered useless for quantum information protocols such as
quantum teleportation [13, 14]. However, it is interest-
ing that some bound entanglement can be distilled by
certain procedures [15] or interaction with auxiliary sys-
tems [16, 17]. These properties provide new quantum
communication schemes, for instance, remote informa-
tion concentration [18], secure quantum key distribution
[19], super-activation [17], and convertibility of pure en-
tangled states [20].
Recently, a distillation protocol from the bound en-
tangled state, so called ‘unlocking’ [15], has been exper-
imentally demonstrated [21, 22]. In this protocol, as de-
picted in Fig. 1 (a), four-party bound entanglement in
the Smolin state [15] can be distilled into two parties
(e.g., A and D) when the other two parties (e.g., B and
C) come together and make joint measurements on their
qubits. The unlocking protocol, in principle, can dis-
till pure and maximal entanglement into the two qubits.
However, it does not belong to the category of LOCC,
since the two parties have to meet to distill the entangle-
ment.
The activation of bound entanglement that we demon-
strate here is another protocol by which one can distill the
Smolin-state bound entanglement by means of LOCC.
The principle of the activation is sketched in Fig. 1 (b).
Consider four parties, A, B, C, and D each of which has
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FIG. 1: Principle of the distillation of the bound entangle-
ment in the Smolin state ρs. Each circle represents a qubit,
and the blue line and squares show the entanglement of par-
ties. BSM, Bell state measurement; CC, classical channel. (a)
Unlocking. (b) Activation of the bound entanglement. Both
of them can distill entanglement from the Smolin state; how-
ever, the activation protocol can be carried out under LOCC,
while the unlocking needs two parties coming together and
making joint measurements.
a qubit in the Smolin state. The Smolin state is a statis-
tically equal mixture of pairs of the four Bell states, and
its density matrix ρs is given by
ρs =
4∑
i=1
|φi〉〈φi|AB ⊗ |φi〉〈φi|CD
=
4∑
i=1
|φi〉〈φi|AC ⊗ |φi〉〈φi|BD
=
4∑
i=1
|φi〉〈φi|AD ⊗ |φi〉〈φi|BC , (1)
where |φi〉 ∈ {|φ±〉, |ψ±〉} are the two-qubit Bell states
2given by
|φ±〉 = 1√
2
(|00〉 ± |11〉)
|ψ±〉 = 1√
2
(|01〉 ± |10〉) , (2)
where |0〉 and |1〉 are the qubit bases. Since the ρs state is
symmetric with respect to the exchange of any two par-
ties, ρs is separable in any two-two bipartite cuts. This
implies that there is no distillable entanglement in any
two-two bipartite cuts: DAB|CD(ρs) = DAC|BD(ρs) =
DAD|BC(ρs) = 0, where Di|j(ρ) is the distillable entan-
glement of ρ in an i|j bipartite cut. In addition to the
Smolin state ρs, two of the parties (e.g., B and C) share
distillable entanglement in the two-qubit Bell state (e.g.,
|ψ+〉B′C′). Hence, the initial state ρI is given by
ρI = ρs ⊗ |ψ+〉〈ψ+|B′C′
=
4∑
i=1
|φi〉〈φi|AD ⊗ |φi〉〈φi|BC ⊗ |ψ+〉〈ψ+|B′C′ . (3)
The state ρs or |ψ+〉B′C′ gives no distillable entanglement
into A and D: DA|D(ρs) = DA|D(|ψ+〉B′C′) = 0, since
DA|D(ρs) ≤ DAB|CD(ρs) = 0. To distill entanglement
into A and D, the Bell state measurements (BSMs), the
projection measurements into the Bell bases, are taken
for the qubits B-B’ and C-C’, and the results are informed
A and D via classical channels. Due to the property that
A-D and B-C share the same Bell states |φi〉AD ⊗ |φi〉BC
in ρs, the result of the BSMs in each |φi〉BC ⊗ |ψ+〉B′C′
can tell the type of the Bell state shared by A and D.
Table I shows the list of the resulting states shared by
A and D for all the possible combinations of the result
of the BSM of B-B’ and C-C’. Given this information
one can determine the state shared by A and D and then
convert any |φi〉AD into |ψ−〉AD by local unitary opera-
tions. Hence, the activation protocol can distill entangle-
ment from the Smolin state by four parties’ LOCC with
the help of the auxiliary two-qubit Bell state. This is
in strong contrast to the unlocking protocol (see Fig. 1
(a)), which requires non-local joint BSM between the two
parties (B and C). It is noteworthy that in our activation
protocol, the distillable entanglement between A and D
is superadditive:
DA|D(ρI) > DA|D(ρs) +DA|D(|ψ+〉B′C′) = 0. (4)
This superadditivity means that the bound entanglement
is activated with the help of the auxiliary distillable en-
tanglement, although A and D share no distillable en-
tanglement for ρs or |ψ+〉B′C′ alone. This protocol can
also be regarded as an entanglement transfer from B-C
to A-D. In this context, it is interesting that two parties
(B-C) can transfer the Bell state to the other two par-
ties (A-D) despite being separated: DAD|BC(ρs) = 0. In
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FIG. 2: Scheme of the activation of the bound entan-
glement. Each source of spontaneous parametric down-
conversion (SPDC) produces |ψ+〉. The four-photon states
emitted from SPDC1 and SPDC2 pass through liquid crystal
variable retarders (LCVRs) to be transformed into the Smolin
states. The polarization of two-photon states in mode A and
D are analyzed on the condition that the pair of the Bell state,
|φ+〉BB′ ⊗ |φ
+〉CC′ is detected. P, a polarizer.
other words, entanglement can be transferred by the me-
diation of the undistillable, bound entanglement. This
unique feature is quite different from two-stage entangle-
ment swapping [23], which needs distillable entanglement
shared by senders and receivers to transfer the Bell states.
Figure 2 illustrates the experimental scheme of our ac-
tivation protocol. In our experiment, the physical qubits
are polarized photons, having horizontal |H〉 and ver-
tical |V 〉 polarizations as the state bases. By using
three sources of spontaneous parametric down-conversion
(SPDC) [24], we produced three |ψ+〉 states simultane-
ously. The state ρ(ψ+) ≡ |ψ+〉〈ψ+|AB ⊗ |ψ+〉〈ψ+|CD
emitted from the SPDC1 and SPDC2 was transformed
into the Smolin state by passing through the synchro-
nized liquid-crystal variable retarders (LCVRs, see Sup-
plementary Material). The state |ψ+〉B′C′ emitted from
TABLE I: Relationship between the combination of the re-
sults of the BSM of B-B’ and C-C’, and the state of AD.
Each combination of the BSMs tells the state of A-D.
|φ+〉BB′ |φ
−〉BB′ |ψ
+〉BB′ |ψ
−〉BB′
|φ+〉CC′ |ψ
+〉AD |ψ
−〉AD |φ
+〉AD |φ
−〉AD
|φ−〉CC′ |ψ
−〉AD |ψ
+〉AD |φ
−〉AD |φ
+〉AD
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FIG. 3: Real part of the measured Smolin state ρexps .
SPDC3 was used as the auxiliary Bell state for the ac-
tivation protocol. A polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and
a |+〉B|+〉B′ (|+〉C |+〉C′) coincidence event at modes B
and B’ (C and C’) allow the projection onto the Bell state
|φ+〉BB′ (|φ+〉CC′), where |+〉i = (|H〉i + |V 〉i)/
√
2 [23].
Given the simultaneous BSMs at B-B’ and C-C’ we post-
selected the events of detecting |φ+〉BB′ ⊗|φ+〉CC′ out of
the 16 combinations (Table I). The result, i.e., the state
after the activation, was expected to be |ψ+〉AD. To char-
acterize the experimentally obtained Smolin state ρexps
and the state after the activation process ρAD, the max-
imum likelihood state tomography [25] was performed
(see Supplementary Material).
Figure 3 shows the real part of the reconstructed den-
sity matrix of the Smolin state ρexps we obtained. The fi-
delity to the ideal Smolin state Fs =
(
Tr
√√
ρsρ
exp
s
√
ρs
)2
was calculated to be 82.2±0.2%. From ρexps , we evaluated
the separability of the generated state across the bipartite
cuts AB|CD, AC|BD, and AD|BC in terms of the loga-
rithmic negativity (LN) [26], which is an entanglement
monotone quantifying the upper bound of the distillable
entanglement under LOCC. The LN of the density ma-
trix ρ composed of the two subsystems i and j is given
by
LNi|j(ρ) = log2 ||ρTi ||, (5)
where ρTi represents the partial transpose with respect
to the subsystem i, and ||ρTi || is the trace norm of ρTi .
The LN values thus obtained for the three bipartite cuts
of ρexps are presented in Table II, together with those of
the Smolin state ρs and the state ρ(ψ
+). The state ρs
has zero negativity for all three bipartite cuts, while the
state ρ(ψ+) has finite values, i.e., finite distillable entan-
glement originally from the two Bell states, for AC|BD
and AD|BC cuts. For ρexps , the LN values are all close
to zero, indicating that ρexps has a very small amount, if
any, of distillable entanglement.
To test other separabilities, we calculated the entan-
glement witness Tr{Wρexps }, which shows negative val-
(a) (b)
FIG. 4: Density matrices of the qubits A and D before (a) and
after (b) the activation experiment. (a) Reduced-density ma-
trix ρexpsAD = TrBCρ
exp
s . (b) The density matrix ρAD, triggered
by the two BSMs at B-B’ and C-C’.
ues for the non-separable states, and non-negative values
for separable ones. The witness for our four-qubit states
is W = I⊗4 − σ⊗4x − σ⊗4y − σ⊗4z [21, 27]. We obtained
Tr{Wρexps } = −1.30±0.02, while the values for the ideal
Smolin state and the state ρ(ψi) were both -2. The nega-
tive witness value indicates that ρexps has no separability
in general. Taking account of the result that ρexps has
almost no distillable entanglement for the two-two bi-
partite cuts, ρexps should have distillable entanglement in
one-three bipartite cuts and/or tripartite cuts.
In the following we describe the results of our activa-
tion experiment. Figure 4 (a) shows the reduced density
matrix ρexpsAD = TrBCρ
exp
s , i.e., the density matrix before
the activation. We confirmed that ρexpsAD gives no dis-
tillable entanglement to A and D: LNA|D(ρ
exp
sAD) = 0.
Figure 4 (b) shows the density matrix after the acti-
vation ρAD, the reconstructed two-qubit density matrix
in modes A and D triggered by the two BSMs at B-B’
and C-C’. In the process of the state reconstruction we
subtracted the accidental coincidences caused by higher-
order emission of SPDC (see Supplementary Informa-
tion). The fidelity FAD = 〈ψ+|ρAD|ψ+〉AD to the ide-
ally activated state |ψ+〉AD was 85±5%, which is larger
than the classical limit of 50%. The obtained LN was
LNA|D(ρAD) = 0.83 ± 0.08, indicating that we have
gained a certain amount of entanglement via our acti-
vation process, whereas A and D initially share no distil-
lable entanglement.
We quantified the increase of the distillable entangle-
TABLE II: Logarithmic negativities (LNs) for the two-two
bipartite cuts.
ρexps ρs ρ(ψ
+)
LNAB|CD(ρ) 0.076 ± 0.012 0 0
LNAC|BD(ρ) 0.183 ± 0.012 0 2
LNAD|BC(ρ) 0.178 ± 0.012 0 2
4ment via our activation experiment. We evaluated the
distillable entanglement before and after the activation
by means of its lower and upper bounds as follows. The
upper bound of DA|D(ρ
exp
s ), the distillable entanglement
before the activation, was given by
DA|D(ρ
exp
s ) ≤ LNAB|CD(ρexps ) = 0.076. (6)
The observed LN value after the activation process,
LNA|D(ρAD) = 0.83, is larger than this value. However,
since these are just the upper bounds of the distillable en-
tanglement, we should examine the lower bound of ρAD
to confirm the increase of the distillable entanglement.
To quantify the lower bound of DA|D(ρ), we used
DH(ρ) ≤ DA|D(ρ), (7)
where DH(ρ) is the distillable entanglement via a cer-
tain distillation protocol, the so-called hashing method,
known as the best method for Bell diagonal states of rank
2 [28]. DH(ρ) is given by,
DH(ρ) = 1 + F log2(F ) + (1− F ) log2
(1− F )
3
, (8)
where F is the maximum state-fidelity over the four Bell
states F = max(〈φi|ρ|φi〉). It is known that DH(ρ) > 0
for F > 0.8107 [28]. The fidelity for ρAD does satisfy this
criterion and the value of DH(ρAD) is calculated to be
0.15. The combination of Eq. (6) and (7) show a clear
increase of the distillable entanglement via our activation
experiment: DA|D(ρ
exp
s ) ≤ 0.076 < 0.15 ≤ DA|D(ρAD).
In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated
the activation of bound entanglement, unleashing the en-
tanglement bound in the Smolin state by means of LOCC
with the help of the auxiliary entanglement of the two-
qubit Bell state. We reconstructed the density matrices
of the states before and after the activation protocol by
full state tomography. We observed the increase of dis-
tillable entanglement via the activation process, examin-
ing two inequalities that bind the values of the distill-
able entanglement. The gain of distillable entanglement
clearly demonstrates the activation protocol in which
the undistillable, bound entanglement in ρs is essential.
Our result will be fundamental for novel multipartite
quantum-communication schemes, for example, quantum
key secret-sharing, communication complexity reduction,
and remote information concentration, in which general
classes of entanglement, including bound entanglement,
are important.
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PHOTON SOURCES
To achieve high multi-photon count rates, we used the
third harmonics (wavelength = 343 nm, average power
= 350 mW, pulse duration = 250 fs) of the mode-locked
Yb laser (Amplitude Systems, t-Pulse 500) as a pump
source for SPDC. The pump source has higher pulse en-
ergy (∼37 nJ) than those of typical multi-photon gen-
eration systems based on the second harmonics of Ti-
Sapphire lasers (10∼20 nJ) (e.g., Ref. [3]). Moreover,
this pump source produces SPDC with a center wave-
length of 686 nm, which is close to the spectral re-
gion where Si-avalanche photodiodes (Si-APD, Perkin
Elmer SPCM-AQR-14) have maximum quantum effi-
ciency (∼65%). The pump beam passes three Type-II
beta barium borate (BBO) crystals (2-mm thickness) to
produce three |ψ+〉 states [24]. Each photon produced by
the SPDC was passed through a band-pass filter (FWHM
= 1 nm) for spectral filtering, and was led to a single-
mode fiber for spatial filtering. The filtering processes
make photons indistinguishable except for their polar-
izations. The average of n-fold coincidence rates Cn were
C1 = 2.4 × 105, C2 = 4.2 × 104, C4 = 2.0 × 102 and
C6 = 0.9 sec
−1, respectively. The detection probability
of photons per detection mode η = C2/C1 was 18%. The
probability of the SPDC per one pump pulse was calcu-
lated as P = C6/C4η
2 = 0.15. The fidelities Fψ+ of the
state emitted from each BBO crystal to the ideal |ψ+〉
state were Fψ+ ≥ 90%.
PREPARATION OF THE SMOLIN STATES
The four-qubit Smolin state shown in Eq. (1) is pre-
pared as follows: ρ(ψ+) = |ψ+〉〈ψ+|AB ⊗ |ψ+〉〈ψ+|CD is
first emitted from two BBO crystals. The state ρ(ψ+)
is randomly transformed to any ρ(φi) = |φi〉〈φi|AB ⊗
|φi〉〈φi|CD by operating σAµ ⊗ σDµ , where σξµ is the one
of the Pauli operations σµ = {I, σx, σy, σz} on the mode
ξ. We implemented σξµ using a pair of LCVRs, one of
which could be set to I or σx, and the other to I or σz.
Their combination can produce all Pauli operations. To
guarantee the random and uniform statistical mixture of
the four Bell states, i.e. the Smolin state, the retarda-
tion of each LCVR was set by pseudo-random number
generators operating at a rate of 3 Hz.
STATE RECONSTRUCTION
We utilized the maximum likelihood method [25] for
the reconstruction of the density matrices. To character-
ize the experimental Smolin state ρexps we used the exper-
imental setup shown in Fig. 2 in the main text, without
the PBSs set at two BSM parts. The four-fold coinci-
dences of the modes A, B, C and D were collected for
256 polarization projective measurements, each of which
were collected for 4 min.
To reconstruct the state after the activation process,
we recorded the six-fold coincidences, i.e., coincidence be-
tween A and D conditioned by the detection of |φ+〉BB′
and |φ+〉CC′ , for 16 polarization projective measurements
in the modes A and D. For each projection measurement,
we integrated the signal for 4.5 h (72 h in total). The re-
sults for the H/V base projections, which correspond to
the diagonal parts of the density matrix, are shown in
Fig. 1. Based on several reports of experiments using
the multi-photon SPDC state (e.g., [1]), we knew that
higher-order emission events of SPDC were likely to af-
fect our measurements as accidental coincidence events.
Thus, we estimated the accidental coincidence rates orig-
inating from higher-order eight-photon states, which are
represented by the blue portion in Fig. 1. The measured
coincidence events (Fig. 1) for HH and VV projections
were not expected for |ψ+〉AD and obviously degraded
the fidelity. One can see that these unexpected signals
almost always originated from the higher-order emissions.
By subtracting these estimated accidental coincidences,
we obtained ρAD (Fig. 4 (b) in the main text), contain-
ing only the six-photon states. These accidental coin-
cidences from higher-order emissions can be reduced by
the technical improvement of the setup, for instance, the
use of photon-number resolving detectors such as transi-
tion edge sensors [2]. Thus, we adopted ρAD as the state
we obtained after the activation process, eliminating the
higher-order accidental counts. In the case that raw co-
incidence data were used for the state reconstruction, the
fidelity and the logarithmic negativity would be 64±4%
and 0.43± 0.05, respectively.
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FIG. 5: Experimental six-fold coincidence distribution when
the polarizations in A and D are analyzed in H/V basis (red).
The rate of six-fold coincidences from higher-order emission
of SPDC in each projection is estimated (blue). Almost all
the measured undesirable coincidence events in HH and VV
projections came from higher-order emissions.
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